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This paper lays out an algorithm that computes accurate second
order solutions for dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models that
are subject to indeterminacy of rational expectations.
1 The introduction
In this paper, I address two questions that arise in dynamic general equilib-
rium models with indeterminacy of rational expectations. First, what is the
e¤ect of fundamental uncertainty on nonfundamental uncertainty? That is,
does a more uncertain environment a¤ect an economy’s propensity to coor-
dinate sunspot signals? Secondly, does sunspot volatility impact the mean
values of the economy’s variables? For example, does an increase in the
volatility of sunspot shocks decrease consumption – re‡ecting, perhaps, risk
aversion?
In order to adequately take up these questions, one must no longer argue
with linearizing solution methods. It becomes imperative to employ higher
order approximations in order to nullify certainty equivalence – otherwise
shock volatility doesn’t matter. How these approximations can be derived
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1in models with indeterminacy of rational expectations is the focus of the
current paper. Using higher order solution methods provides an additional
bene…t compared to more intricate approximation methods. It is well known
that by moving away from the steady state conclusions that rely on linear
approximations become vulnerable to potentially missing important nonlin-
earities. While studying normal business cycles, these inaccuracies may be
small and negligible, however, for studies of large scale depressions, as in
Harrison and Weder (2006), results based on linear models should be taken
with a grain of salt.
To address these issues, the present paper lays out an algorithm that
computes second order accurate solutions to dynamic stochastic general
equilibrium models with indeterminacy of rational expectations. In doing so,
I apply Farmer and Guo’s (1994) variant of the neoclassical growth model.
The indeterminacy properties of the Farmer and Guo model are well under-
stood and their model suits the purpose here. The reader will immediately
note that the proposed method applies to a general class of models in which
sunspots potentially matter, i.e. irregular economies. My method builds
on insights discussed in Lombardo and Sutherland (2006). They propose
a procedure that obtains solutions methods for regular economies. Simply
stated, they exploit the following fact: second order terms of Taylor expan-
sions are solutions to linear problems; if the …rst-order terms are known,
we can simply use them to eliminate all cross derivatives (see also Jin and
Judd, 2002, or Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe, 2004). By applying this insight to
an indeterminacy model, I am able to reformulate a second order solution
that is linear in shock variances. It is then straightforward to answer the
above questions.
I will begin by outlining the arti…cial economy. This will be followed by a
description and interpretation of the model’s second order solution. Lastly,
I will revisit the opening questions and provide answers.
2 The economy




¯tu(ct;ht) u(:;:) = lnct ¡ ht ¯ 2 [0;1):
where ¯ denotes the subjective discount factor, ct stands for consumption
and ht is hours worked. Et is the expectations operator conditional on infor-
mation dated period t. Capital kt, and labor services are sold on perfectly
competitive markets at real prices qt and wt. Denote by ¦t the …rms’ pro…ts,
then the ‡ow budget constraint is given by
kt+1 = (1 ¡ ±)kt + qtkt + wtht + ¦t ¡ ct ± 2 (0;1]
2where ± denotes the rate of depreciation of physical capital. The …nal goods
are assembled by a competitive industry using the continuous range of dis-









Monopolistic competitors produce the distinct intermediate products and







Total factor productivity, zt, follows a white noise process with mean zero




1 ¡ (1 ¡ ®)°
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³ ´
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1 ¡ (1 ¡ ®)°
b ´ (1¡®)³
and I set À° = 1, so that there are no pure pro…ts in the steady state. In
symmetric equilibrium, hi;t = ht, ki;t = kt, and yi;t = yt must hold. The













t+1 + 1 ¡ ±
ct+1
(2)
zt+1 = "t+1 (3)













As shown by Farmer and Guo (1994) given that periodic utility is linear
in hours, once 1 < (1 ¡ ®)° sunspot equilibria become a possibility.1 The
inequality implies that labor demand is upward sloping. I calibrate the
model as in Table 1. The speci…c value for the increasing returns is chosen
to match the U.S. business cycle frequency for the …rst-order model. The
below reported qualitative results will not depend on this choice as long as
the last inequality is ful…lled.
Table 1: Calibration
® ¯ ° ±
.30 .99 1.65 .025
1In continuous time, indeterminacy kicks in as soon as the inequality is ful…lled. The
longer the periods become (in discrete time), one needs increasingly larger increasing
returns to keep alive the indeterminacy mechanism.
33 The solution
I will now go about solving the model by taking a second-order approxima-
tion. Let us denote percentage deviations from a variable’s steady state by a
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t = ¡Etb ct+1 + (1 ¡ (1 ¡ ±)¯)Et
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t+1 + (· ¡ 1)2b k2
t+1 + ¸2Etb c2
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Etb zt+1 = 0:















5 + ¡3¤t + ¡4Et¤t+1: (4)





















9:266 ¡23:797 20:604 55:133 ¡48:075 20:812
0 0 0 0:5 0 0






4:274 0 0 0 0 0
0:010 ¡0:165 ¡0:019 ¡0:246 ¡0:226 ¡0:034
0 0 0 0 0 0
3
5
4and the vector associated with the second order terms
¤t ´ [b k2
t;b ctb kt;b ztb kt;b c2
t;b ztb ct;b z2
t]0:
So far, the solution is not very useful since ¤t contains a set of new variables.
In particular, it would be useful to eliminate all cross-derivatives, that is the
¤t-vector. Furthermore, the current formulation of the solution does not
help answering the opening questions since it does not accommodate shock
volatilities. The elimination of the new variables and a reformulation take
into account the shock volatilities is given as follows. We know that the















5 + !t+1 (5)
where all three eigenvalues of the matrix ¡¡1
1 ¡2 are inside the unit circle.

























The last term can be understood as follows. Note that the model, because
of its indeterminacy, still includes the expectational error Etct+1¡ct. Given
our assumption of rational expectations, this error must be i.i.d. However,
in general this error can be correlated with the fundamental shocks. If it is
not, then it constitutes a pure sunspot shock. Here, I will consider the more
agnostic case that sunspots can be in part reactions to fundamental tech-
nology shocks. To keep matters simple, I will assume that the expectational
errors are linear combinations of technology and sunspot shocks, sunt+1:
Etct+1 ¡ ct = sunt+1 + !"t+1:
I will now use the fact that the second order solution of ¤t will depend on
the …rst order solution of b kt;b zt and b ct: This can seen as follows. Multiplying
equation (5) with its transpose, selecting from the upperdiagonal part the
corresponding elements of the scalar ¤t and stacking these, one obtains
¤t+1 = £¤t + ¥³t+1 + »t+1: (6)










where the vec-operator stacks the elements of the matrices column by col-




6 6 6 6 6 6
4
:362 :938 ¡:908 :608 ¡1:177 :570
:071 :627 :006 :933 ¡1:011 :105
0 0 :571 0 :741 ¡:717
:014 ¡:283 :0329 1:431 ¡:332 :019
0 0 ¡0:112 0 1:136 0:132
0 0 0 0 0 :902
3




6 6 6 6 6 6
4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 :601 :780 ¡:756 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 :601 :780 ¡:756
0 0 0 ¡:237 2:392 ¡:278 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ¡:118 1:196 ¡:139
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1:9
3





6 6 6 6 6 6
4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ¾2
sun + !2¾2
tech + 2!¾sun;tech 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 !¾2
tech + ¾sun;tech 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¾2
tech
3
7 7 7 7 7 7
5
with the conditional covariances ¾2
sun ´ Etsunt+1sunt+1, ¾2
tech ´ Et"t+1"t+1
and ¾sun:tech ´ Etsunt+1"t+1. I can now use (4) again to obtain the model
















1 [¡3 + ¡4£]¤t + ¡¡1
1 ¡4»t+1 + !t+1 (7)
plus
¤t = £¤t¡1 + ¥³t + »t: (8)
Here I use the fact that Et³t+1 = 0. Of course, the general form of this
solution is similar to Lombardo and Sutherland’s (2006).
64 The implications
Let us return to the current paper’s two main questions. First, what is the
e¤ect of fundamental uncertainty on nonfundamental uncertainty? Second,
does sunspot volatility impact the mean values of the economy’s variables?
The solution (7) and (8) provides the answers. First, at least up to a second
degree approximation, the volatility of the fundamental shocks does not
in‡uence the zone of sunspot equilibria. Indeterminacy is determined by
qualitative properties of the …rst order solution – the condition is that labor
demand is upward sloping. This parallels Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe’s (2004)
…nding for regular economies, namely that uncertainty does not impart the
shape of the policy function (but only a¤ects constants). Second, the mean
e¤ect of fundamental and nonfundamental shocks is negative on variables.
To see this, observe the negative in‡uence on consumption of conditional
variances of fundamental and nonfundamental uncertainty (from equation
7):
b ct+1 = ::: ¡ :195¾2
sun ¡ (:195 + :390!)¾sun;tech ¡ (:215 + :195!)¾2
tech:
Recall the de…nition of b ct+1, hence consumption is lower than in the non-
stochastic steady state. The negative impact of ¾2
tech is analogous to what
Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2004) report for a standard real business cycle
model. I …nd that an increase in sunspot volatility decreases consumption as
well. The same negative impact is found from (psychological) overreactions
to fundamental shocks. In words, if uncertainty from any source increases,
agents increase savings. A natural explanation is risk aversion.
Furthermore, inspection of (7) and (8) reveals impulse responses to one-
time shocks, say to !t+1, are transmitted through the usual linear part
of the model economy. Changes in »t+1 receive added drive through the
autoregressive process (8) which collects the cross-derivatives’ e¤ects.
5 The conclusion
This paper has laid out an algorithm that computes second order accurate
solutions to dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models with indetermi-
nacy of rational expectations. Two main …ndings can be reported. First,
the extent of fundamental uncertainty does not impact the qualitative dy-
namics: the indeterminacy zone in the model is the same as in the linear
version. Second, increased uncertainty has a …rst order e¤ect on the mean
value of variables.
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